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Urban Morophology

Urban morphology is containing many
disciplines



Urban Morophology

Architectural and Geographical
will be discussed. 
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Urban Morophology

Italian School &British School is pioneer to 
systemized urban morphology



Objective

To test the Conzenian and Caniggian
methods which form the basis of 

morphological studies



Aim & Objective

To provide a base for the integrated
morphological method that can be apply on
different sites.



Question

How would it be possible to integrate and  
apply Conzenian and Caniggian methods for 
urban morphological analysis



Framework for Morphological Studies

• To synthesized Geographical point of view 

• To synthesized Architectural point of view 



MRG CONZEN

(a)STREET
(b)PLOT
(c)BUILDING

(a)INNER FRINGE BELT
(b)MIDDLE FRINGE BELT
(c)OUTER FRINGE BELT

(a)LAND UTILIZATION 
(b)BUILDING TYPE
(c)PLAN UNIT



TOWN PLAN
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BUILDING

STRUCTURE 

MATERIAL 

ROOM&CELLS 
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NODES AND POLES



SETTLEMENT&URBAN ORGANISM



DIFFERENCES SIMILARITIES

CONZEN CANIGGIA
METHODOLO

GY
*Evolutionary 
method

*Typomorphology *Both use similar structures and elements

MEDIEVAL 
PLAN

*British medieval 
origin towns

*Italian medieval 
origin towns

*Both are medieval originated towns

TOWN PLAN
*Focus on  
building, plot, 
street pattern

*Focusing on 
building 
components, 
material and 
aggregates.

*Town has been its history of the region
*Resulted of formative process
*Helps to understand structure of towns
*Identifying similar components
*Transformation of existing buildings

PLOT/LOT

*Plot series is an 
aggregate of plots
*It reduce to a 
parcel of land 
defined by 
boundaries on the 
ground

*Pertinent strips 
on aggregate of 
lots
*The area built 
upon together 
with the pertinent 
area

*Both explain in different way but refers same meaning 
which is plot considered as a 2D area
*Identifying differential rates of charge between smaller 
elements to larger elements
Correlation between forms, activities and economic 
condition

PLOT 
SERIES/PARTI
NENT STRIPS

*It is a component 
of plan unit

*It is a constituent 
of a built route

*Only terminology different but in context they show 
similarity.

DEFINITION 
OF FORM

*Elements as the 
pattern of that one 
type over the entire 
town

*Elements be 
many different 
types over the 
area of town
*Combination of 
tissues may  be a 
town or part of 
town

*Use the pattern of single elements over the whole town for 
the purpose of distinguishing types



DIFFERENCES SIMILARITIES
CONZEN CANIGGIA

BLOCK
Both use exact same explanation is combination of 

plots

STREET/ROUT
E

*It is  an elements but 
the object actually 
determined by 
definition as in effect 
the block

*It is the structures 
with allows place to 
reach

*Both consider route/street as an element to connect 
place to another place

PLAN 
UNIT/TISSUE

*Street as a space 
between blocks

*Route as the structure 
which allows a place to 
be reach

*Both definition based on the complex of the object 
which the plot series or block is a part the street 
begin another consistent element
*Distinguishing only streets, plot series, block in 
outline, it is possible to identify several basic types 
of plan units/tissues

URBAN 
ORGANISM / 
MORPHOLOG
ICAL REGION

*Combination of town 
plan, building fabric, 
land utilization pattern 
and site form 
morphological regions

*As an analysis the 
town , the building is 
the elements, a 
structure of elements is 
the urban tissue, their 
arrangements which 
together formed 
organism of the entire 
time

*Higher level of town development analysis



INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY –M.R.G. CONZEN 
AND G. CANIGGIA- ON URBAN MORPHOLOGY 
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Conclusion

Findings and Evaluation of Methodology
MRG Conzen’s and G Caniggia’s methodologies 
separately were not easily applied to a wide range 
of the towns throughout the world



Conclusion

• to test whether the integrated methodology 
would be applicable everywhere. 

• some difficulties to cope with the cases with 
heterogeneous character.



Conclusion

One of the strength of the new proposed 
integrated methodology is the opportunity 
that it provides to test it on a wide range of 
the towns in the world. It gives an opportunity 
to compare many towns in systematic way. 



Conclusion

• to give the overall formation of the towns and
an idea of the future forms of the towns.

• applied to all towns on different continents
with different cultures



Conclusion

Recommendations for Future
• Cultural heterogeneity brings difficulty to 

classify the forms under a systematic way 
which brings complexity to comparison with 
other towns

• Methodology shows some differentiation in 
different geographies. This is a result of the 
heterogeneity or variety of different cultures 
at different geographies. 



Conclusion

• Although the elements in methodology are 
same, the way of analyzing the cases may 
show some changes

• Cultural heterogeneity brings variation on the 
morphological types this caused to difficulty 
to put them in the groups in systematic way.  



Conclusion

This integrated method on the morphological analysis
helps to clarify and understand;

• Future development of the town
• Long term planning  strategies
• Short term planning strategies
• To improve the management plans
• To provide evaluate the evolution of the towns
• To give an overall point of view about the morphology 

of settlement 
which cause the appropriate or compatible uses and form 

on urban form



Conclusion

• As a result, integrated method, which has been 
derived from Caniggia’s and Conzen’s methods 
can be applied to different cultures in different 
part of the different geographies.

• In addition to this, analyses helps to understand 
the spirit of the cities from medieval ages till 
today and it opens up the discussion on how the 
urban organism has been conserved and 
developed with those morphological methods. 



Thank you ….


